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[WINDSOR ENERGY GROUP 

NEWSLETTER] 
Monitoring the latest news  

 

Welcome to the latest edition of the WEG-newsletter. The continued low oil price is forcing energy 

companies to make radical decisions as finance becomes more difficult. This includes Shell’s decision 

to pull out of the Arctic. 

We would welcome your news and comments to include in the next edition. Meanwhile the current 

WEG programme can be found on our website. 

 

Please let us know if you would like to receive future editions or if you have news that you would like 

to include. 

Contact: Pelle Ram admin@meconsultant.co.uk 

 

 

  

https://mecint.wordpress.com/mec-upcoming-programme/
mailto:admin@meconsultant.co.uk
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Kurds Lose Fight to Sell Crude Oil in U.S. After Iraq 

Sues 

September 22, 2015 - self-ruled Kurds can’t sell Iraqi crude 

oil in the U.S. under a court decision that puts a fresh hurdle 

in the path of Kurdish efforts to achieve financial 

independence from the central government in Baghdad. The 

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in New Orleans 

dismissed an attempt by the Kurdistan Regional Government 

to overturn a judge’s earlier decision against its planned sale 

of oil to an unidentified buyer in the U.S. The KRG’s 

eventual sale of the disputed cargo in Israel made the appeal 

moot, the court said in a ruling. Read more 

 

Iraqi Kurds reassert right to export oil to U.S. 

despite court ruling 

September 22, 2015 - Kurdistan reasserted its right to 

export oil independently to the United States and other 

countries on Tuesday despite a court ruling in favor of 

the Iraqi federal government, which has sought to 

block crude sales from the autonomous region. The 

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in New 

Orleans on Monday dismissed the Kurdistan Regional 

Government (KRG)'s bid to overturn an earlier ruling 

against a planned sale of oil to an unidentified buyer in 

the U.S. Read more 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sanctions, Oil Slump Delay Russian Offshore Drilling 2-3 

Years 

September 29, 2015 -Russia’s state-run energy giants 

Rosneft OJSC and Gazprom PJSC are delaying some 

offshore drilling by two to three years because of sanctions 

and weaker oil prices, according to the country’s Ministry of 

Natural Resources. 

Read more 

 

America’s Shale Gas Supply Is Caught in its 

Longest-Ever Decline 

September 15, 2015 - America’s shale gas boom hasn’t 

exactly been booming lately. Natural gas production 

from the seven largest U.S. shale deposits will drop for 

a fourth straight month in October to average 44.784 

billion cubic feet a day, the lowest since March, based 

on an Energy Information Administration forecast 

released Monday. That’s the longest streak of monthly 

declines in government data going back to 2007.  

Read more 

 

 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-09-22/kurds-lose-fight-to-sell-crude-oil-in-u-s-after-iraq-sues
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/09/23/us-iraq-kurds-oil-idUSKCN0RM22Y20150923
http://www.rigzone.com/news/oil_gas/a/140839/Sanctions_Oil_Slump_Delay_Russian_Offshore_Drilling_23_Years
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-09-15/america-s-shale-gas-supply-is-caught-in-its-longest-ever-decline
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Crude at $50 threatens $1.5 trillion in oil and gas projects 

September 21, 2015 - Despite efforts to cut costs, the 

petroleum industry can’t make money on $1.5 trillion in 

pending investments on conventional and North American 

shale drilling projects with $50 oil, Wood Mackenzie 

estimates. In a new report released late Sunday, the energy 

research firm said even though oil producers are aiming to 

squeeze out 20 to 30 percent of their project costs through 

discounts on equipment and oil field services, costs will 

likely come down by about 10 to 15 percent, on average. 

Read more 

 

Saudis Make Push for Nuclear Energy 

September 15, 2015 - While the world’s attention has 

focused on Iran’s nuclear ambitions, other players in 

the Middle East have been laying their own plans to 

develop nuclear power to meet future energy needs. 

Saudi Arabia, the most ambitious of the group, has 

announced plans to build 16 reactors over the next 

several decades, providing a projected 15% of the 

country’s electricity possibly as early as 2032, 

according to a Saudi government website. Read more 

 

Burned by Oil Trade, Debt Investors Think Twice This 

Time Around 

September 22, 2015 - When banks began to scale back 

financing for energy companies earlier this year amid the 

slump in oil prices, some of Wall Street’s savviest asset 

managers sought to capitalize by lending at high rates. That 

didn’t work out so well, as crude continued to plunge and 

lenders were stuck with losing positions. Now, banks are 

again contemplating credit cuts. But this time hedge funds 

and private-equity firms are showing more reluctance to step 

in. Read more 

 

 

Kemp: Hedge Funds No Longer Sure Oil Prices 

Will Fall Further 

September 21, 2015 Hedge funds continued to pare 

short positions in U.S. crude oil last week even as the 

previous short-covering rally ran out of steam. The 

unusual concentration of hedge fund short positions 

built up between June and August has been partially 

unwound, reducing some of the persistent selling 

pressure evident in the market during the third quarter. 

Read more 

http://fuelfix.com/blog/2015/09/21/crude-at-50-threatens-1-5-trillion-in-oil-and-gas-projects/#35602101=10
http://www.wsj.com/articles/saudis-make-push-for-nuclear-energy-1442350064
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-09-21/burned-by-oil-trade-debt-investors-think-twice-this-time-around
http://www.rigzone.com/news/article.asp?hpf=1&a_id=140718
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Bush says ending ban on US oil export, easing natural gas 

barriers, key to economic growth 

September 29, 2015 - Republican presidential candidate Jeb 

Bush says ending the ban on U.S. oil exports and easing 

restrictions on natural gas exports will unleash the nation's 

economy. The former Florida governor is calling for ending 

the 1970s-era law prohibiting the U.S. from exporting crude 

oil at a time when domestic petroleum production has grown 

rapidly over the past decade. Read more 

 

Calling it a "once-in-a-generation opportunity," Bush 

says in a piece posted today on the website Medium that 

reversing the export ban and widening U.S. natural gas 

markets would benefit U.S. consumers with lower energy 

costs, create a new manufacturing sector and generally 

fuel more rapid growth in the nation's economy. 

 

 

Hillary Clinton: I oppose Keystone XL pipeline 

September 22, 2015 - Democratic presidential 

candidate Hillary Clinton says she opposes a 

controversial pipeline which would carry Canadian oil 

to the US. The US State Department is still studying 

whether to go ahead with the Keystone XL project. Mrs 

Clinton has previously avoided taking a position on the 

matter. Read more 

 

 

 

Global Companies Joining Climate Change Efforts 

September 23, 2015 - Some of the world’s most prominent 

companies are expected to set a long-term target on 

Wednesday of powering their operations entirely with 

renewable energy, the latest in a wave of commitments 

suggesting that corporations are becoming more serious 

about battling global warming. Read more 

 

 

Norway Cuts Rates to Record Low to Save 

Economy From Oil Slump 

September 24, 2015 - Norway’s central bank 

unexpectedly lowered interest rates to an all-time low 

and said it may ease policy further as it seeks to rescue 

an expansion in western Europe’s biggest petroleum 

producer from a plunge in oil prices. Read more 

 

http://www.usnews.com/news/politics/articles/2015/09/29/bush-us-should-open-overseas-markets-to-us-oil-gas
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-34332355
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/23/science/global-companies-joining-climate-change-efforts.html?ref=energy-environment&_r=0
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-09-24/norway-cuts-rates-to-record-low-to-save-economy-from-oil-slump
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China plans to carve out new oil, gas pipeline firm 

from state oil giants-China Securities Journal. 

 September 23, 2015 - China plans to create a new crude 

oil and liquefied natural gas pipeline transportation 

company by stripping these operations out from its three 

largest oil firms, the state-backed China Securities Journal 

reported on Thursday. The move is aimed at reducing such 

firms' monopoly in the oil and gas market and improving 

competition, the newspaper reported without saying where 

it had obtained the information from.  

Read more 

 

 

Winners And Losers Of Iran’s Return To The Oil 

And Gas Markets 

September 23, 2015 - On July 14, 2015 the P5+1 and 

Iran clinched a landmark deal that would curb Tehran’s 

nuclear program and, in exchange, would lift the 

economic sanctions against it. But these sanctions 

would be lifted only as and when Iran implements all 

the terms and conditions that were set in the pact. 

Although the Iranian sanctions will probably only start 

to be lifted by spring next year, there is one nation 

particularly eager to see sanctions removed. Read more 

 

China to Announce Cap-and-Trade Program to Limit 

Emissions 

September 24, 2015 - President Xi Jinping of China will 

make a landmark commitment on Friday to start a national 

program in 2017 that will limit and put a price on 

greenhouse gas emissions, Obama administration officials 

said Thursday. Read more 

 

 

 

In Courting Chinese Companies, Britain to Help 

Fund Planned Nuclear Plant 

September 20, 2015 - The British government said on 

Monday that it would provide 2 billion pounds, or 

about $3.1 billion, in state aid for a nuclear power 

station planned for Hinkley Point in southwest 

England. The announcement of financial support — 

which was made by George Osborne, the chancellor of 

the Exchequer, on a visit to China appeared to be a 

confidence-building measure aimed at wrapping up a 

deal, years in gestation, to build Britain’s first nuclear 

plant since the mid-1990s. Read more 

 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/09/24/china-oil-soereform-idUSL4N11T56320150924
http://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Winners-And-Losers-Of-Irans-Return-To-The-Oil-And-Gas-Markets.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/25/world/asia/xi-jinping-china-president-obama-summit.html?ref=energy-environment&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/21/business/energy-environment/britain-says-it-will-aid-planned-nuclear-plant.html?ref=energy-environment
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Shell to Cease Oil Exploration in Alaskan Arctic After 

Disappointing Drilling Season 

September 28, 2015 - Royal Dutch Shell PLC on Monday 

said it would cease drilling in the Arctic after 

disappointing results, moving to end a costly project that 

caused a surge of environmental protests and will likely 

cost the company billions in charges. Read more 

 

The oil and gas company pressed ahead with its 

multibillion-dollar exploration program offshore 

Alaska this summer despite tumbling oil prices and 

opposition from environmental groups, as well as 

religious and political figures such as the Archbishop 

of Canterbury and Hillary Clinton. 

 

 

Oil prices slip as demand outlook eclipses supply 

falls 

September 28, 2015 - Oil prices fell on Monday, 

paring some of last week's 2 percent rally, despite 

evidence of slowing U.S. production and a fourth 

weekly increase in U.S. investor holdings of crude 

futures. Read more 

 

KKR Backs New European Oil and Gas Producer 

Exploiting Proven Reserves 

September 22, 2015 - KKR & Co., the New York-based 

private-equity firm, said it would back energy industry 

veteran Roland Wessel to create a new European producer 

of onshore oil and gas in places with proven reserves 

using enhanced oil recovery techniques such as horizontal 

drilling. Read more 

 

 

 

Saudi Arabia Pulling as Much $70 Billion from 

Markets 

September 28, 2015 - Saudi Arabia has withdrawn as 

much as $70 billion from global asset managers as 

low oil prices continue to put financial pressure on 

OPEC’s largest producer, according to financial 

services market intelligence company Insight 

Discovery. Saudi Arabia is likely to post a deficit of 

19.5% of GDP this year amid low oil prices due to a 

global glut, according to information from the 

International Monetary Fund. Read more 

 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/shell-to-cease-oil-exploration-offshore-alaska-1443419673
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/09/28/us-markets-oil-idUSKCN0RS00Y20150928
http://www.wsj.com/articles/kkr-backs-new-european-oil-and-gas-producer-exploiting-proven-reserves-1442931147
http://www.oilandgas360.com/saudi-arabia-pulling-as-much-70-billion-from-markets/

